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As I am writing this I have conflicting
emotions. It is a happy time of year for
celebrations but it is also a time for me to
prepare for sending another puppy back to
GEB for the IFT.
Fresno is the
14th black male
lab I have raised
and I can tell
you this part
doesn’t get any
easier.

Fresno managed to differentiate himself
like all my boys have. Most of you who
have seen him in class would not be
surprised that my neighbors have described
him as energetic, frisky, enthusiastic and
downright entertaining at times.
Our routine is to take a long walk in the
morning followed by running free in my
backyard with Louie. This does result in a
build-up of energy during the walks. He
has been quite the entertainment for the
neighbors, kids at the bus stop, etc., as it
doesn’t take but their presence or a “hello”
for him to try and release this pent-up
energy on the end of a short lead.

He is very quick to respond to a command
of “sit” but that energy has to go somewhere.
He sits but his tail continues to wag furiously
and his body trembles slightly until we move
on. I have commented many times that if I
could only get an infusion of his energy I
would be thrilled.

I have also had the opportunity, again, to
have a sibling to my puppy in class with us.
Fuji, his sister, came down from NY with
him and they have been to class and on
several outings together. It is always fun to
compare and contrast what we see in siblings
and Fresno will return a month after Fuji
goes up. We send our good wishes to her
and hope she doesn’t set expectations too
high for her brother!
Louie has taught Fresno well in how to
play well with others and I know that he
will enjoy community runs and meeting his
new kennel mates.
Fresno loves being with people, cuddling
and lying at your feet. Fresno has been a joy
to have around (most of the time) and we
will miss his energy and enthusiasm the
moment he leaves.
We wish him good luck and can’t wait to
hear what his future holds.
We love you Fresno!! Jody and Louie
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Bettina…“she made us smile every day”

Fuji…“she has a good check-in”

Bettina came to us when she was five months
old. Thank you Jean for giving Bettina her early
training skills.
After hard work and consistency, she settled
in our home beautifully. She loved to play with
Adora, our ambassador dog, was very patient and gentle with our
little Yorkie. She also enjoyed our three young grandsons and
somehow she learned to overcome the temptation of all the toys.
Her favorite things to do was hiking, long walks and playing in
the baby pool with Adora. While on a sit with Aunt Jane (Jane
Santy), she went swimming at the aquatic center and had a blast.

Fuji has been a fun dog from the
minute that she came to live with us in
September of 2017. She is very
adaptable to new situations, and “she
has a good check-in.”
She is inquisitive and likes to check
out new things, like the waves on the
beach or finding a big hermit crab.
Fuji is great in the car and likes to ride
the Metro, busses and the trolley.
Her best friend is our
pet dog, Pepper - also a
black lab.
Pepper
taught Fuji to chase
balls and to run and
play hard with good
play skills. They have
a great time
Fuji’s ancestry
Great Grandma Kate, Grandma Aggie and Fuji’s mom Tiara

She did very well on all her outings; some of her favorites were
BWI airport, metro rides to restaurants, and a cruise on the Potomac
where she fell asleep almost the entire time. She learned to settle
well having spent numerous days at my work where she became the
mascot of the company. Everyone looked forward to seeing Bettina.

Her best friend is our pet dog, Pepper - also a black lab.
Pepper taught Fuji to chase balls and to run and play hard
with good play skills. They have a great time together.
All of the dogs we've raised or puppy-sat like to snuggle
with Pepper. Fuji takes it a step further since she sometimes
lays on top of Pepper, but Pepper doesn't mind.

We will miss this funny girl. Did I mention she has a great sense
of humor! She made us smile every day, Dora, Ed and I will miss
her a great deal and look forward to what her future holds.

Fuji is our “hole-in-one”
We're going to miss Fuji, and we
hope she does well in her IFT and,
fingers crossed, her final guide dog
training.
Bobbie and Jim
Gigi and Ed
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Jonas…“easy going and going and going…that’s how I will
remember Jonas”
Jonas is the most exuberant puppy I have ever raised, something
I’d not have guessed from his incredibly quiet and relaxed kennel
behavior. But his squishy puppy face tells it all - he is a forever
puppy, with endless energy, curiosity, and a hint of naughtiness
when he doesn’t have your total attention. That soft caramel coat
hides solid determination and a tractor’s strength to see what he
wants to see and go where he wants to go.

He remained perfectly pleasant through boring
nights on the computer, his tummy troubles, and
those scary stairs. Those big, imploring eyes would
beg you to get on with something else, and the
minute you did he was as happy as if nothing
unpleasant had ever happened.

No surprise, though, that
he’s got those GEB brains and
willingness; in a few minutes,
my ten year old, Joanne, could
teach him anything, and it
would stick. (More so then it
would for boring old mom!) I
imagine the cat taught him a
few things too, though neither
will tell us exactly what.
We imagine him making someone or some
family incredibly happy, his big soft mug plopped
firmly in their lap after a wild dash along a hall or
backyard. Good luck Mr. Caramel!

Beryl –An October Graduate
Beryl, a female yellow Lab, is Chris’ third guide dog and first from Guiding Eyes for the
Blind.As a busy stay-at-home dad living in Cincinnati, Ohio, Chris runs errands, takes care
of his children while making sure he does his daily walks and exercises. Chris values the
independence that comes with having a guide dog. Now with his third dog, Beryl, he looks
forward to getting her acclimated at home and being able to safely go out on his own again.
Chris describes Beryl as very sweet, down to earth and well-tempered.
“I love her. The number one thing for me is my independence. I don’t like people doing
things for me. I hated every minute of using my cane.
Beryl is my third dog now, but every dog is different. I’m looking forward to getting home
and getting started with her. I look forward to teaching her my routes and being able to go
out on my own. It’s just going to keep getting better and better from here.
Having a guide dog is all about being able to go out on my own. I can get from point A
to point B without having to worry that I’ll end up in the street or hit by a car. Even with my
third guide dog, it’s still the best thing in the world.
I would one thousand times recommend Guiding Eyes. Everyone is so nice
and kind here. It’s also nice to be around other blind people who understand what
I’m going through. I love it and I’m so glad they accepted me. I will never go
to a different school. Their training program is phenomenal!”

Montgomery Region Raiser: Lauren Long
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Sabba – A December Graduate
James “JR” and Sabba were matched when JR returned to Guiding Eyes for his second
guide dog from the school. A software engineer with a BS in Computer Science and ham
radio operator, JR is married with two children and four grandchildren, living in Fruit
Heights, Utah. He loves to explore new places with his guide dogs.
“Sabba sometimes puts both paws on my knees, as if to say give me a hug, or crawls up
in We have new rail systems and I’m looking forward to teaching Sabba targets in these
systems. I’m a techy and I look forward to introducing Sabba to the staff at my local apple
store. Challenging areas like hotels can be frustrating when traveling with a cane. When I
work these areas with my guide dog, these challenges vanish.
The raisers do such a good job raising these dogs that have fabulous and unique
personalities. What a guide dog user accomplishes in the years working with a dog is
phenomenal and that wouldn’t be possible without the generosity of donors and raisers.”

Montgomery Region
Raiser: Cindy Beauregard

Truffle –A Second Time Graduate
On occasion a previous graduate dog is returned to GEB and re-matched. This was the case
with Truffle, an October graduate, now December graduate with her new partner Patti.
Patti, a first-time guide dog user is a retired Speech Pathologist and previously ran a
pharmaceutical research company with her husband.
“Truffle has an open heart and humorous personality. She is an extremely smart dog. It’s
like she can almost read my mind and seems to know where I want to go. It couldn’t have
been a better match – she is amazing! I relied heavily on my husband to help me navigate the
world, but he passed away five years ago. A good friend, a guide dog user on my blind
rowing team, inspired me to get a dog. I’m elated at the freedom and working with Truffle
gives me a freeing feeling I’ve never felt before. I’m excited to share my story with the world
through motivational and educational public speaking.
When I think about meeting Truffle for the first-time, tears of joy bubble up – she ran to
me like we already knew one another and it seems like I’ve known her forever. Do it! Don’t
hesitate – just go for it. Come to Guiding Eyes. Everyone is kind and upbeat and the staff is
amazing. I have experience in fund raising, so I’m blown away at how they fund this
endeavor. What a gift! Phenomenal…you guys are great!”
Montgomery Region Raisers: Elaine Trujillo and Brian Reed

Welcome New and Repeat Raisers
Jennifer Nair and Jay Stanley
hold close their 2nd pup Celine,
arriving in October.
Celine is part of the puppy-start
experience with Brian Reed and
family and when she gets a bit
older she will be a full-time
resident with Jennifer and Jay.

New raiser Carrie Trieu will finish
Elija’s last months of training along with
new raisers Carol and Carl Van Wyk
(not pictured).
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Terry McCann – Guide Dog Recipient – Speaks to Montgomery Region
On October 28, Montgomery Region hosted a special guest, Terry McCann and his guide dog Mac. Montgomery Region Manager,
Jeanyne Gembarski, had the pleasure of meeting with Terry during a recent RM training in New York and observed firsthand how truly
inspirational he is and enjoyed the performance of his specially written song “Love Comes Back.”

To the amazing puppy raisers in Montgomery, Baltimore & Catoctin regions:
I can’t tell you how much I am looking forward to being with you all on Sunday, October 28. As I continue to learn
about all that goes into raising puppies for Guiding Eyes, my respect and admiration for you continues to grow as well. As
puppy raisers, you are the foundation upon which everything else is built. GEB IS very fortunate to have such a dedicated
group of indispensable volunteers.
Because there will be a combined meeting, of all 3 regions, I realize some of you will have a longer than usual drive to
this particular meeting. I hope this will not deter you from attending. I would very much like to meet you all and thank you
in person for all that you do to make sure someone like me receives a beautiful gift of freedom, a guide dog. Speaking of a
beautiful guide dog… I would love the opportunity to introduce you to Mac and share the ups and downs of our 2
year journey together. Mac has changed my life in ways I never imagined. Because of him, I am able to serve my
community and make a difference in the lives of others. But, getting there took a lot of hard work and perseverance by both
of us. I want to share these experiences with you, hoping it will be an encouragement to you, knowing that all of your hard
work, in the end, produces beautiful results.
My passion for puppy raisers let me to compose a song, “Love Comes Back.” While I will never completely understand
the emotions you all go through, as you approach your IFT date, I hope that this song will encourage you. It will be a
privilege to share it with you as we gather together on the 28th.
Until then, please except my heartfelt gratitude for your selfless devotion to raising future guide dogs, who will no
doubt, help change the world.

Remembering Cindy
With sadness, we report the passing of Montgomery Region Guide Dog Cindy. Arriving
in the Region in early 2006, Cindy was the product of a co-raising environment with Margie
and Lou Coccodrilli and Pam and Cindy Cooper. Cindy was a GEB April 2008 graduate and
lived outside New York City with her partner until her passing this past fall.
She served us all great pride and will be missed by all!
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Barnes and Noble Giftwrap Fundraiser

Holiday Fundraising Events

Thank you to ALL of our puppy raisers and their pups, and other
volunteers, who generously gave up several hours of their time to
participate in the Barnes and Noble Giftwrap that took place on
December 8. All together nearly $200 was raised.

Margie’s annual fundraising activity
This year offered me the opportunity to participate in
three holiday fundraising activities during November:
Lake Marion Community Center, St. Francis of Assisi
and Mill Creek Parish. $900 was raised with all
proceeds benefiting the Montgomery Region.

.

Montgomery Region Holiday Party
Another fabulous year for Montgomery Region is about to end and what better way to say “thank
you” than to hold a holiday party for all of our volunteers and pups-in-training. From our region
manager and coordinator - Thank you to all, have a wonderful holiday with your family and
friends, and we look forward to a busy and exciting 2019 for Montgomery Region.

Working hard to say thank you
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Ting is Working Hard
A message about K-9 Ting from ATF partner Katherine to
former raisers Terri and Irwin. “Ting continues to be a super
star!!! We stay busy and she continues to be successful on the
street. She captures the hearts of all the detectives and officers on
the street and she continues to impress them with her recoveries.
Ting has found weapons under floor boards, in the woods hidden
in old tree stumps and under logs…all of these searches and many
others have resulted in successful apprehension of suspects.”
YOU GO GIRL!

Fun Places to Go
Let us know where you like
to take your pup for outings

B

Orchard helping out with a
local Cub Scout Fundraiser

Former raiser Ayumu visiting Bobbie and Jim taking Fuji on
a putt-putt golf outing. Cindy, thank you for arranging the
golf certificates fundraiser for our region!

Alan Lauer and Quinn joined other local
regions for a visit to the Capitol building. .

Orchard having a training
outing with future raiser Grace

Georgie has a difficult decision to make –
does she select the dark or white meat
from the turkey platter?
I’m dreaming
of a ham
sandwich

King Kamehameha and I
share a birthday
Etta - The Exceptional Sidekick report
Etta’s former raises (Margie puppy starter
and Vinay final raiser), recently learned
about Etta’s new career as she is now being
raised by a young lady who suddenly
developed POTS and will pass out with no
warning. Etta has started to naturally alert
her about a minute before an episode occurs,
thus helping prevent injuries.
She is an amazing dog!

.
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Fundraising in our communities
Will help me grow into this harness!

The Montgomery Region is highly dependent upon donations and the monies received support class space, crates, medications
and other items for our pups in training. In order to maintain this support for our volunteers and pups in training, monetary
contributions are always needed.
So, how can you help? Take the time to look around your community, or inquire at your place of work or worship. You may be
able to identify a business, organization or individual looking to either sponsor or contribute to a worthwhile non-profit
organization.







Restaurants – Many local restaurants will partner and host a non-profit lunch/dinner
Retail stores – Many stores will host a shopping event
Place of work – Is your place of work looking to make a tax deductible contribution, or already has a matching
charitable contribution program
Financial organizations, grocery stores, sororities and fraternities…can they donate
Yard sale –Is there a yard sale in your community in which we can participate
GEB is on the national list of non-profit participating agencies for the Combined Federal Campaign #10248

Reach out to Margie at gebraiser@comcast.net with your ideas, contacts or action steps we can take.
Listed are contributions to date for 2018

Deadline for
submission of articles
is the 1st of each month
















Verizon Employment Engagement Volunteer Program
Cherry Bekaert CPA-Advisors
Delta Gamma Maryland Suburban Alumnae Association
Wag-a-Thon
Humane Rescue Alliance of Washington, DC
Coal Fire Fundraising Event
Northern Virginia Bridge Association
Holy Redeemer Catholic School
UPCEA
Botanero Restaurant
Putt-Putt Golf – new
Holiday Bazaars – new
Barnes and Noble - new
Other general donations

Please contact me with your suggestions, ideas and stories...and send pictures
Your articles will be included in future issues
Margie Coccodrilli
gebraiser@comcast.net

